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‚Lux Lumen Auto‘ 2020

This object is made from headlights of several different 
type of cars and a structure of steel.

It is a symbolization of the ending era of the automobile 
dominance in german industry and in public appearance 
of streets and traffic. 

The form of this objects is an interpretation of what it 
would look like to connect the natural form of gemstones 
and carlights. 

This piece is part of a collaboration with 
Viktoria Strecker and was built on the exhibtion 
„Traum von Natur“ at 
„Kunstverein Malkasten‘ Duesseldorf, Germany.





‚Alma Lunik Dea Longituda‘ 2019
godess of microwaves

steel, microwaves, cables, powerstripes, extinguisher 
in collaboration with Viktoria Strecker







Alma, protective mother with a home inside, supply from progress, universal exploring gesture and shelter for everyone.
Thanks to shortwave-energy, thanks to unreflected belief in technology, the human machine - free-will voluntarily changed into dependence 
as a supposed love-replacement - creates humility and a new impatience, the ruins of one’s own avatar´s individuality in digital reality.
Out of the display, out of the movement, out of the video - installed in the room - arises the godess of microwaves.
A pray to Technology, no requests faced upwards, head and focus to the ground, instant release, restless and distracted, an easy grip to 
industrial processing, the own decentration, it works like an alarm and a signal, aligned in a place of worship: numinous, sacred, written by 
indoctrinated intrinsical motivation.
It grows through the conditioned lack of interest in truth 
It spreads through ignorance and a higher level of comfort.
the missing piece in a chain, general change of direction demanding qualities and intensity compared to one’s quality of life.
From opacity and precaution, reputed safety, comes a vacuum of human self-reflection, a lack of Ididentity and - like back then - a missing, 
inappropriate and wrong affiliation.



‚Teknica Ephemera (Virus)‘ 2019

glass block buildings, hot glue, parts of an old moviecut-
ting mashine.

The sculpture is made out of technological materials and 
gadgets aswell as broken glass building blocks and was 
made for the benefit of „heartwork 2019“
(aids aid organisation)

It has the shape of an over-dimensional microbe that 
embodies the virus of our generation: 
the belief in technology. 
It is supposed to remind you about the importance of a 
sceptical view towards this new religion.

This piece is part of a collaboration with Viktoria Strecker 
and is connected to an installation for „Mischpoke e.V.“, 





‚Among Memories Oscillating‘ 2018
(8:39)

docupoetical location description through collages of authentical sound and and pictures taken 
on site of the Garbicz-festival 2018.
A piece about the transcendence and the soul of a moorland.







‚Wintervideo‘ 2018
(15:20min)

Cologne, Germany
A description of a space involves self supply and the optimization of a system for myself to be.
This is a selection of specific observations in my allotment.







‚Gegeneinander fahren‘ 2015
(2:39 Min.)

The accident as a recurrent element, on which everything concentrates,
seems to be universal in terms of shape and appearance.
What we see are accident scenarios, captured for preservation of evidence and subsequently published in the internet.

Link: https://vimeo.com/119261011
Password: weiter

‚Mein Traum ist es andere Maschinen, die nicht der meinen Vorstellungen entsprechend gegeneinander fahren zu lassen, 
bis alle dementsprechenden Maschinen sich selber vernichtet haben, keine Versicherung das mehr zahlen möchte, 
und all die Überholenden, nichtnutzigen Ampelversager und stehenden, stinkenden, selbstverliebten, desinteressierten, 
mit Stabilität in den Alltag integrierten, wahrhaftigen Terroristen unserer Öffentlichkeit entfernt werden.‘
-
my dream would be to let other machines that are not like i want them to be 
crash into each other until all those types of machines will have self-destroyed to a state no ensurance wants to pay for 
and all of the overtaking good-for-nothing traffic light losers, stuck stinky terrorists - lack of interest full of self adoration, 
fundamental structures of our everyday existence - will be removed from public. 





‚Stone trees‘ 2017

A sculpture for a garden in Puglia, Italy.
Parts of a dried agave flower were used in this project.

They stick in stones from the local surrounding and carry 
those stones on top of their branches.





‚Dellbrück Fensterblick‘ 2019

collage out of glass, leaves, photographs 

Dried leaves and printed photographs from an allotment garden in Dellbrück, Cologne are combined in a collage
 between several sheets of glass building layers of time and narration.
Showing an abstract view into the green the collages reflect the docupoetic video series about the garden´s 
chronological development. 
They combine extracted parts and moments of those videos in order to release time and scenery experienced on-site.







Roominstallation for Mischpoke e.V. HNO-Clinic at Mönchengladbach

‚Teknica Ephemera (genesis)‘ 2019 

Glass building block, strings, parts from an old movie-cuttingmashine, cables, digital alarmradio, garden-
lamp, power strings, candles

For the former assistance room of an abandoned ENT clinic in Mönchengladbach we created a story
 behind the phenomenon that we built in a second installation for the operation room next door: an absent 
professor tries to capture the essence of the entropy he investigates through the observation window in 
scientific drawings in order to understand what he can not stop. 
The drawings from „1987“ play the role of test results within the narration.









Solo Exhibtion at ‚Kwadrat Gallery‘, Berlin

‚Alma Winter‘ 2020

The first soloexhibition ‚Alma Winter‘ of Severin Spengler in Berlin shows a visual manifestation of the 
vanishing winter 2020 from his allotment in Cologne Dellbrück. 
The garden project had been started at 2017 as a selfsupplying project and an experiment of connecting 
the human being and the artistic creation sorrounded by nature. 
The shown ‚wintercollages‘ are an assamlage from pieces of photographs and found leaves or materials 
from the garden in the season of winter.
An urban artist gets in touch with nature and creates symbolics in order to express the attempt to get closer 
to nature.

Alma stands for the installation - within the collaboration between Severin Spengler and Viktoria Strecker -
‚Alma Lunik Dea Longituda‘, which is an icon of a sceptical view towards the technical 
and social developments related to new possibilities of communication 
such as the usage of smartphones and the technique of shortwaves.
A sacral roominstallation for the new religion of our time: the goddess of microwaves.













‚1987‘, 2019

lacquer pen on photo paper 

In collaboration with 
Viktoria Strecker I create drawings 
that investigate different states of 
matter and game plans of
abstract systematical structure:  
graphical translations, clusters 
and patterns of microcosmic and 
macrocosmic landscapes are 
playing with the sensation of 
simultaneously experienced 
distance and proximity. 
The drawings become 
pseudo-scientific 
examinations of different 
phenomenons.
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